Abstract. The construction of green mine represents the development and utilization level of mineral resources and the sustainable development potential. In view of the characteristics of the large index system and complex evaluation process of green mining, a kind of BP neural network algorithm based on quantum immune apply to green mining evaluation.Because the algorithm combines the space search advantages of immune optimization and those of quantum optimization ,it can make the convergence of the neural network training faster, and avoid falling into local optimum.
Introduction
Mineral resources are the important material base of society survival and development and one of the determinant of country be more prosperous and great, but it is a kind of non-renewable resources.Because of the large population and relatively insufficient resources, our country must implement the strategy of sustainable development in the modernization drive. As a new development model, green mining is the application of the sustainable development strategy in mine construction, and it will apply environmental strategy of overall prevention to the whole process of mine construction and production. At the same time it considers the economic benefits and environmental benefits.
The construction of green mine represents the development and utilization level of mineral resources and the sustainable development potential. Because it focuses on the sustainable development of ecological benefits, economic benefits and social benefits, and gives full consideration to the factors of mineral resources consumption and environmental control, the green mining construction become development and utilization of mineral resources which has higher quality and efficiency, instead of the traditional sense of the development and utilization of mineral resources which destroy the ecological environment and consume the mineral resources. The evaluation of the sustainable development level, namely how to evaluate the health of mine system, is an important research field on green mine construction.Green mining evaluation is comprehensive analysis to the mining economy in the past, present and future, using multidisciplinary, multiple means and various information. Exploring the evaluation method of the green mining is of great significance to realize the level of sustainable development of mining economy in China [1] . the evaluation system of green mining The index system of green mining We need some specific characteristics to reflect the state of mine sustainable development, namely we must characterize the health by a specific index, so the index system plays an important role of monitor. Based on the in-depth analysis to the connotation of mining sustainable development and the structure of mining system, we can find out all kinds of features which can represent health the level of mine construction development, and finish the quantitative process of the healthy development evaluation of mining. Those provide the necessary basic data for research on the evaluate model.
By the analysis to the connotation and mechanism of mine sustainable development, and following the principle of index system building, the evaluation index system is constituted of the management by law , development and utilization of resources, scientific and technological innovation, environmental protection and social economic , as shown in table 1.
International Conference on Advances in Energy and Environmental Science (ICAEES 2015) (1) the target layer: the highest level of the index system, it is the overall goal of health evaluation. (2) the rule layer: the main system level of the index system, it ensure to realize the overall goal. (3) the index layer: the most basic level of the index system, it include all specific indicators of health assessment, that are directly measurable factors. x′ is the maximum of evaluation index.
calculation--the evaluation model basing on quantum immune algorithm and neural network
Neural network can be used in the evaluation and prediction of many practical problems, but it is difficult to convergence in the evaluation system of green mining, because its index system is more complex and large, and the indexes hava inevitably link and overlap.So in this paper, an improved algorithm of BP neural network based on quantum immune is put forward used for green mining evaluation. Combining the space search advantages of immune optimization and quantum optimization, the algorithm make the convergence of neural network training faster, and avoid it falling into local optimum [2] [3] [4] .The implementation steps of algorithm are as follows: Step1: Generate the initial population: N quantum antibodies are genenated which compose the initial population groups, where N is the weights of neural network;
Step2: Construct the fitness function: the error function based on BP neural network construct the chromosome fitness function;
Step3: Select operation: n antibodies with highest affinity are choosed from groups; Step4: Cloning augmentation operation: the selected antibodies are expanded based on adaptive quantum revolving door;
Step5: Mutation operation: m antibodies with minimum affinity from population are mutated based on adaptive quantum revolving door;
Step6: Replace operation: the rotation Angles of quantum revolving door are adaptively adjusted, and the quantum antibody population is updated while the quantum gate applies to the probability amplitude all the individuals in the population;
Step7: Return to step 3 to loop compute, until meeting the convergence conditions or reaching the maximum limit of generation.
The neural network model which trained by the above algorithm, can be used in the evaluation system of green mining.
The simulation and the result analysis on the green mining evaluation system
There are 18 groups of index data applied to the experiments of mining evaluation, then those normalized to the standardization data and shown in The evaluation index system of green mining According to the sampling data of evaluation of green mining, we can determine that the input layer of the neural network contains 30 neurons and the output layer contains one neuron. Based on many experiments , the number of hidden layer neurons is 20, and the limit of error and iterations are 0.001, and 1000 respectively.Considering the performance of the evaluation network, we adopt the stochastic method to generate the training set and the test set, that is, randomly choose 12 samples from the 15 sets of data as training set, the remaining three as test set. The simulation hardware environment is Pentium IV / 2.4 GHz / 512 ram, and the simulation software platform are Windows XP operating system and the Matlab 6.5.
After the simulation test, the generalization ability of the network evaluated by the calculation to the deviation of predicted values and the real value in 10 times test, the evaluation results are shown in table 5. Because the training set and testing set are random, the result of each time will be different. One result is shown in Fig.1 , and comparing the evaluation results and the actual data we can see that the neural network model based on quantum immune has faster convergence rate and stronger approximation ability than the BP neural network model . 
Conclusion
Green mining evaluation belongs to the multi-variable, strong coupling and nonlinear prediction problem, and its complex mapping relation make the convergent of conventional algorithm is difficult, so this paper puts forward a comprehensive evaluation based on quantum immune algorithm and neural network, which not only has process mapping ability, but also has the high efficiency of quantum mechanism and global convergence of immune algorithm.
